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AIC-GFAI 2.02 What steps would GFA take to produce what Mr. Adkisson refers 

to as a “seasonally differentiated DS-3 and DS-4 demand rates”?  (electric testimony, 

lines 77-78) 

RESPONSE: There are several possible methods to develop seasonally differentiated 

DS-3 and DS-4 rates.  One method is to assign a seasonal differential to DS-3 and DS-4 

rates which approximate the seasonal differential in effect for DS-1 and DS-2 customers 

which are served from the same distribution system.  Another method is to develop 

electric delivery service rates for DS-3 and DS-4 customers which are patterned after the 

AIC GDS-5 seasonal gas delivery service rate.  Similar to the GDS-5 winter demand that 

is based on maximum usage for any day when the Average Temperature is below 25 

degrees Fahrenheit, the DS-3 and DS-4 demand could be based on the maximum fifteen 

minute demand when the daily Average Temperature is above a certain level; say 90 

degrees Fahrenheit.  Yet another method is to allocate distribution system substation and 

circuit costs to respective summer and non-summer periods and divide those respective 

seasonal costs by the summer and non-summer monthly billing demands for the 

respective DS-3 and DS-4 classes.  One seasonal cost allocation method within a rate 

class could be to develop a historic five-year average of the respective rate class 

contribution to system monthly coincidental peaks.  Seasonal DS-3 and DS-4 rates would 
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require interval metering.  The reason for requiring interval metering is to place demands 

within the day when the Average Temperate is above a certain temperature or within a 

calendar month rather than arbitrarily establishing a billing demand on the maximum 

demand during a billing cycle, which can vary among seasonal customers and cause 

different charges to like customers on the same day.   GFAI will be pleased to work with 

AIC between rate cases to look at these and other applicable methods of developing 

seasonally differentiated rates or possibly conclude that seasonal rates are not warranted.   
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